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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite p-group for some odd prime p. Suppose that every normal 
Abelian subgroup of G can be generated by K elements. Thompson has shown 
that every subgroup of G can be generated by ak(K + 1) elements (Huppert [3, 
p. 3431). In this paper we shall improve this result to the following. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a jinite p-group for an odd prime p, such that every 
normal Abelian subgroup of G can be generated by k elements. Then every 
subgroup of G can be generated by $k(k + 4) elements. 
Theorem B follows from the following. 
THEOREM A. Let G be any p-subgroup of GL(z, p) where p is an odd 
prime. Then G can be generated by ins elements. 
With the extra assumption that G is Abelian, Theorem A has been proved 
before (Schur [5], Goozeff [l], Thwaites [7]); the bound is the same, and is 
best-possible both for Abelian and for strictly non-Abelian groups. 
The only nontrivial analog of Theorem B for p = 2 which is known to the 
author is the following: if G is a %-group in which every normal Abelian 
subgroup can be generated by two elements, then every subgroup of G can be 
generated by four elements (MacWilliams [4]). 
hiotations. If I’ is a vector space and J’ = V, > V, > J:2, > . . . 3 Jr, 3 0 
is a descending chain of subspaces of V, then the stability group of the chain, 
written S(V > V, > ... > J’, > 0), is the subgroup of GL( V) which fixes 
each J/‘i as a whole and fixes each quotient Vi/ I:+, elementwise. 
For any finite p-group X, we denote by z$X) the minimal number of 
generators for X. 
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2. AN INITIAL REJXJCTION 
tF:e begin with a group-theoretic lemma which is essentially due to 
Thompson [Oj. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be any jkite p-group, where p is odd, ad let m = 
max{n;(H): H is a subgroup of G). Then there is a subgroup H of G .zifh 
.m(H) = m sztch that H has nilpotency class < 2. 
Thom?son’s version has [H : H’] instead of m(H). 
Proof. Suppose not, and let G be a minimal counteresamplei so that 
[G, 6, G] + 1 an d m(G) > m(H) for every subgroup H of G. 
We claim each minimal normal subgroup I: of G lies in B(G). For if not, 
G = Z,- .A Jd for some M, and Q(M) = Q(G), and wr(G) = m(M) + 1. 
Since 6 was minimal, M contains a proper subgroup R with m(Xj > 8z(M), 
so that fn(R x L:) = M(R) + 1 3 HZ(M) + 1 = w/(G). Tlnis contradicts the 
hypothesis, since R x Lr is a proper subgroup of G. 
Now 61 .LT = e has m(G) > m(R) f or every proper subgroup 1q of G; since 
G was minimal, we must have [G, G, G] = 1: i.e., C: = [G, 6, G]; so 
[G, 6, G] is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. In particular, 
[G, G, G, G] = 1, and Z(G) is cyclic. 
Next, G’ << C,(@(G)). Namely, if J E G’, rhen S--L [x, y] is a homo- 
morphism from G to [G, G, G], so Q(G) is in the kernel and therefore 
[Q(G), G’] = 1. 
Eet @ -= Q,(G), C = C,(Q), and let 7 be the pairing 
(Cg, (@ f-7 Z(G))x) -+ [g, x-1 
from G/C s @I@ nZ(G) to [G, @]. T is clearly a nonsingular pairing, Once 
we have shown that [G, @] < Z(G), it will f 01 ow that 7 is homomorphic in 1 
each variable, that @idi n Z(G) is Abelian, and that [G, @] is cyclic. So we 
wish to show that [@, G, G] = 1. We have [G’, G, G] = 1. Let xI ~7, z E G 
and consider [sr’, J , 21. [XP, y] = [.I’, y]p mod[G, G, G] <Z(G), so [sy’, y, xl = 
[[s, y]“, z] = [x, y, ~1” (since [G’, G, G] = 1) = 1 since [G. 6, G] has order 
p. It follows that [@, G, G] = 1. 
Since [G, @] is cvclic, T exhibits a duality between the Z-modules G/C and 
@/@ 17 Z(G). Therefore, 
[G:C] = [@:@nZ(G)]. 
Now by hypothesis, [C : @(C)l < [G : Q(G)], so we have 
[G : @(C)l < [G : @ n Z(G)], 
or I @(C)l > / @ nZ(G)j. 
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We shall now show that @(C) < Z(G), giving @p(C) < @ n Z(G), a contra- 
diction. Namely, if x, 3’ E G, we have, for any number r, 
and a similar expression for [Y, ~1. Now let x E C, y E G. Then 
[A-“, y] = [x, y]” d112)p(P-l) for u E [G, G, G] 
= [x, y]p since [G, G, G] has order p 
= [x, ~“1 by the same argument 
= 1 since yp E @, 
so Cp < Z(G). Also, [C, G, C] < [@, C] = 1, so by the three subgroups 
lemma (Gorenstein [2, p. 19]), [C, C, G] = 1 and C’ < Z(G). Hence 
@CC> d Z(G). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
By the proposition just proved, we can prove our main theorem by showing 
that all p-subgroups of GL(n, p) with nilpotency class <2 can be generated 
b Y at most &z2 elements. 
We shall now assume that If is an n-dimensional vector space over GF(p), 
and G is a p-subgroup of GL( I’) such that [G, G, G] = 1. We shall alter G, 
in a manner which does not decrease 111(G), until we arrive at a group whose 
minimal number of generators can be calculated easily. 
We define 
T;,=[V,G]=(V--~:z!EV,~EG); 
N = C,( V,); 
M = S(I’ > ri, > 0), the stability group of the chain V > 1;;1 > 0. 
Then N < M, and M is an elementary Abelian group normalized by G. 
Let 0 be the natural homomorphism from G onto G/N. Then 6 maps 
Q(G) onto @(G/N), and [N, G] < ker 8. Hence j @(C)I > j @(G/N)1 l[N, G]i. 
Choose a complement Wr to I/1 in I/. Then each 12 E G can be written 
uniquely as h = h,h, where h, E Al and 12, fixes IS’, elementwise (though h, , 
h, need not be E G). If g E M, then 
k, 4 = [g, h&J = [g, h,][g, 1zJ”” = bg, IZ,], (“1 
since g and h, E M which is Abelian. 
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Now let % be a set of coset representatives for :, 1: ix G. Each iz E z?’ can be 
written h = 1~,ir~ as above. Further, if K E 2 and k = K,fi, as above, then 
hk = k,h,k,k2 = k,jh,l, k;lj k,h,k,; 
[A;‘, k;l] E M si rice G normalizes M, so h,[lz;r, k;r]K, 6 JI and A.& fixes K; 
elementwise. Therefore, 
is a group which fixes ff71 elementwise and has the same action on 1-r as does 
G/N. (*) shows that H has the same action on M as does G/N. Therefore 
H normalizes N, and in G = NHy we have [:Ir G]- = [Xy G]. As G is a 
semidirect product, and N is elementary, @p(G) = [:V, G]@(H) = [X, q@(X), 
and so 1 Q(G)1 < ! @(G)l. As 1 G / = 1 G ‘, we have w(G) > nz(G). and (“> 
gives that G and G have the same nilpotency class. 
Replacing G by G if necessary, we shall assume that G = ,VH where II 
centralizes a complement W, to 1’r in P-. 
It now follows that ITI = [Y, N]. For suppose [I-, V] < I/, , arA let 
F = r/-/L f’, -VI. G acts on j?, and [p, q = Fl . Fl = CT;;, 61 = [ ry ?<I$] = 
[F, H] since [F, :V] = 1. But H acts faithfuily on TV1 and centralizes W I+ 
so we get Vl = [J’, Hj = [Vl , H] < Fl as H is a p-group and FI > 0. 
It now follows that [I,, G, G, G] = Oy i.e., that G centralizes [l’, 6, G] 
(so that G <; S( F > El’, G] 3 [r/-, 62, G] > 0)). Kamely, [i,‘, G, G, G] = 
[6; 1V7 6, G]; now the three objects [r’, N, G], [G? F-, :V] = [VI G, N], and 
[N, G, T’] = Cl-, [G3 N]] are ,: t-, G)-invariant, so the Jacebi identity 
(Gorenstein [2, p. 19, Theorem 2.3(i)]) gives 
Now [i; G, [G, N]] < [VI, TV] = I. [[G, V], G; C,-] = if73 [[G, X]; G-J] = I 
since G has ciass 2. So, by the three subgroups lemma, 
[Y, .iV; G, G] < [I’, [G, IV], Gj = 1, 
as claimed. 
Let t”a = [Y, G, G]. Since H acts faithfully on liI and [vz , G] = @, -ip 
is a subgroup of S(V, > vt > 0). Th erefore N is elementary Abelian, and 
D(G) = G’ = $V, H]. 
We shall nom pick a basis for r. Let n = dim(i’/&71), b = dim(k;/F’,), and 
c = dim(EyJ, so that n + b + c = IZ. Let 2.r ,..., z’~, , za+I ,.Il, u~+~ ) ZJ~+~+~ ,‘~.> zfi 
be a basis for T’ such that F,+] ,.‘., rn is a basis fer i’I and 3+b+l ,..., z’, is a 
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basis for V, . We shall represent the elements of G as upper-triangular 
matrices with respect to this basis. 
Let eij denote the matrix with 1 in the intersection of the jth column and 
the ith row, and 0 elsewhere. Then M is generated by {I + eij: 1 < i < a, 
a+ I <j<rz>, and S(V,> v,>O) is generated by (I+e,,:a+ 1 < 
k<a+b,a+b+l <m<n>. 
NOW eijekrn = Ggbei,, . Let I + eij and I + eknl be typical generators of M 
and S(vr > V, >, 0), respectively, as above. Then 
[I + eij , I + ehl = 1 if j f k, 
= I + etin if j = k. (**) 
We now define a sequence of subgroups of M. Let A& = 1, and for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., a, 
ilIi = {g E AZ: all nonzero off-diagonal entries in the matrix for g 
occur in the first (i.e., top) i rows>. 
(**) shows that H normalizes each Mi . For i = 0, I,..., a, let 
Then H normalizes each Ni . We have, for i = I,..., a, 
[ 
N. 2, H 
I 
= [N-i , H]Ni-, < (G’ n NP-, G’ n 1Vi 
Ni-1 N-1 L Ni-1 = G’ n N,el ’ 
Therefore, 
We shall replace G by a new group G with which we can calculate more 
easily. Let ~7 be a transversal to N-r in Ni . Each g E JT can be written as 
g = g’Qg,-r where g,-r E M,-r and g (if has nonzero off-diagonal entries only 
in the ith row. Since H normalizes A& , we have 
and 
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So we have 
Now, for i = I,..., a, let 
W”) = (g E M: the matrix for g has nonzero 
off-diagonal entries only in the ith row>, 
Then ;iIi = M-r $ IWi). There is an obvious homomorphism 6 = Bi from 
Mi onto M:i’; namely, if g E MI , then B(g) is the matrix of g with all off- 
diagonal entries except those in the ith row changed to zero. It fooliows from 
( **) that, for iz E N, the following diagram commutes: 
Jf. A+ Jf’i’ 
where the vertical arrows denote conjugation by h. 
For i = l,..., a, let W) = @,(_VJ. N normalizes I?fi), because H norm&es 
iVf and the diagram commutes. Clearly, I?“) = !g(“): g E z>. Since Mi is 
Abelian, it follows that ([g”), H]: g E 5) = [Pi), H]~ So we have 
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where R = (Rfi): i = l,..., a> = @$=, R(“), and G = RH. Since j R j = / N 1, 
we have 
m(G) < m(e). 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that G satisfies the theorem. 
Changing notation, we shall now assume that N is the direct sum of 
“row-subgroups” Nr ,..., N, , where 
llgi = {g E M: all nonzero off-diagonal entries 
in the matrix for g occur in the ith row}; 
Ni = N n nTi .
H normalizes each 144~ and each r\ii . 
We now define an isomorphism pi from kl; onto Mi by &vu) = g,(v) 
(U E I/1), where g,(v) E Mi is defined as follows: 
pLi is an isomorphism. For h E H, the following diagram commutes: 
Therefore, pi is an H-isomorphism from ri, to lWi , where the action of H on 
n/l, is taken as conjugation. 
The existence of pi shows that the action, by conjugation, of H on the 
“row-subgroups” Ni of N depends only on p;‘(NJ < L’r . In particular, 
~c,‘(N~) determines [Ni , H]. 
We now assume that G = NH (where N = Nr @ ... @ Na as above) 
is a counterexample to the theorem, and that dim( vr) is minimal for such G. 
m(G) = m (&) + m(H) 
= gl m ( ,N;H] ) + m(H)’ 
Choose Nk E {N1 ,..., N,} such that m(NJ[N, , H]) is maximal among 
{m(Ni/[Ni , HI): i = l,..., u}. 
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Then define 
H normalizes each R7, since the pLi are H-isomorphisms. G = RH has the 
required form; and 
so G is also a counterexample to the theorem. But 
[E’, e] = [Ii, R] = <[b’, Rj]: i = 1, ..e, a; 
= (p.il(Ri): i = I)..., a: 
= /$(Rfc). 
By the minimality of dim( VI), we must have 
Sl = /$(R,,.) = p;‘(RJ for all 7 = l:..., cI, 
Changing notation, ~72 shall replace G by e. 
Now pj is an H-isomorphism between T’, and Ali ; so we have 
and 
Given the value of [N, H], m(G) is the largest when m(H) is as large as 
possible. This is achieved here if H is the full stability group of rhe chain 
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VI > V2 > 0. Then HZ(H) = dim( I’,/ V2) . dim( VJ. Taking b = dim( FI/ V2) 
and c = dim(VJ as above, we get 
m(G) = ab + bc = b(a + c) = b(n - 0) < $z’. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We need only modify the proof of Thompson’s theorem given in Huppert 
([3], p. 343). This proof contains the line 
d(U) < d(U/(Un C)) + d(Un C) < $k(k + l), (***I 
and an argument is then given to support this by showing that d( U n C) < k. 
Using Theorem A, we have d( Lr/( U A C)) < $k”, and so we may replace 
(***) by 
d(U) < d(U/(Un C)) + d(Un C) < $k’+ k = $k(k + 4). 
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